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Abstract Formal logical tools are able to provide some
amount of reasoning support for information analysis, but
are unable to represent uncertainty. Bayesian network tools
represent probabilistic and causal information, but in the
worst case scale as poorly as some formal logical systems and require specialized expertise to use effectively. We
describe a framework for systems that incorporate the advantages of both Bayesian and logical systems. We define
a formalism for the conversion of automatically generated
natural deduction proof trees into Bayesian networks. We
then demonstrate that the merging of such networks with
domain-specific causal models forms a consistent Bayesian
network with correct values for the formulas derived in the
proof. In particular, we show that hard evidential updates
in which the premises of a proof are found to be true force
the conclusions of the proof to be true with probability one,
regardless of any dependencies and prior probability values
assumed for the causal model. We provide several examples
that demonstrate the generality of the natural deduction system by using inference schemes not supportable directly in
Horn clause logic. We compare our approach to other ones,
including some that use non-standard logics.
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1 Introduction
Support systems for information analysis must be able to
quantify and track uncertainty in evidence findings, in data
used by inferential processes, in the imperfect theories that
emerge from the individual and collective experience of
information analysts, and from other sources. Although
they enjoy certain advantages in versatility and computational complexity, logical knowledge bases are ill-suited to
represent uncertainty and then reason about it correctly, because knowledge representation languages based on classical logic do not provide facilities for representing and reasoning about uncertainty expressed in a probabilistic form.
Bayesian probability theory defines the unique paradoxfree method for reasoning with uncertainty. Recent research
shows that, in principle, facilities for representing and reasoning about uncertain information can be provided by
extending the logical framework to support such representations as multiple-entity Bayesian networks and probabilistic relational models, but the scalability of such approaches
is questionable. We have been working on overcoming this
problem in three ways. First, to simplify the construction
and application of probabilistic models of situations of interest to an information analyst, we have implemented a
simple version of Laskey and Mahoney’s Bayesian network
(BN) fragments approach [57]. A key feature of BN fragments is the distinction between nodes, which are in one-toone correspondence with the nodes of a Bayesian network,
and attributes of the nodes, which are used in the matching and composition process, as we described in previously
published work [11, 98]. Second, we have developed an ontology of concepts that the designer of the decision support system can use in describing the nodes and attributes
of Bayesian network fragments, which enables disciplined
reuse and sharing of BN fragments [40]. Third, as we report
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herein, we are developing methods that automatically convert logical proofs into Bayesian networks. A proof is derived (in our work, using a natural-deduction format) from
the application of a logical knowledge base to a particular
situation. The Bayesian network can then be used to reason
about the uncertainty of data sources, the uncertainty associated with expert judgment, conflicting data, and conflicting
judgments. Conflicting data will be a major issue as larger
knowledge bases are used, and particularly as more of their
content is extracted automatically from text, because most
logic engines fail catastrophically upon encountering a contradiction.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we introduce the logical and probabilistic models.
We then analyze the complexity issues in Sect. 3. We describe the basic composition process in Sect. 4, discuss extensions in Sect. 5, and related work in Sect. 6. Then in
Sect. 7 we provide the formal proofs of correctness of our
approach. We briefly describe an early implementation in
Sect. 8 and conclude this paper in Sect. 9.

2 Logical and probabilistic models
2.1 Two kinds of information
When we describe a situation that needs to be analyzed, we
usually include two kinds of information. One part is about
logic, where each statement expresses a direct and absolute
relation among items of information, which can be used to
infer new information. This kind of knowledge is best formalized in logic and includes
− Class-subclass statements, such as “dogs are mammals”
and “coffee is a liquid”
− Part-whole statements, such as “intake valves are parts of
cylinders”
− Definitional statements, such as “triangles have three
sides” and “coffee is brown”
− Temporal statements, such as “3:00 p.m. occurs before
4:00 p.m.”
− Spatial statements, such as “London is located in the
UK”

one, it is convenient to represent purely logical relationships
without the machinery of probability. Conversely, it is very
difficult to represent expertise, especially as it relates to associational and causal information, without using probabilities [78, 79].
We could build the model for a whole situation from two
parts too. The first part is the logic model, which translates
logical statements directly into first-order logic formulas.
In fact, due to its expressive power, logic is widely used
in building knowledge bases. The second part is the probabilistic model in which we could use Bayesian networks to
describe probabilistic dependency and probability distributions.
In a practical application, it is convenient to distinguish
the description of a situation from findings and queries.
When a query only involves logical information, we can
get the answer using a basic inference mechanism. However, when a query involving uncertainty is placed, we will
not be satisfied with an answer only coming from the logical model, since it is not based on the complete knowledge
we have. For example, almost all diagnostic queries involve
abduction and are of this kind [79].
We also want to support the discovery of changes in the
probability of events that are not part of the original probabilistic causal model, but that become related to parts of the
causal model via relationships captured in the logical model.
So, it is necessary to explore ways of integrating the two
kinds of information (logical and probabilistic) into one single model capable of doing reasoning with uncertainty. We
use the methodology of representing the logical information
in first-order logic, using natural deduction, translating natural deduction proofs to Bayesian networks, and composing
the resulting Bayesian networks with already existing ones
that directly capture associational and causal information. In
this way, we integrate logical knowledge and probabilistic
knowledge into a probabilistic model.
2.2 Alternative approaches

“Earthquakes cause burglar alarms to go off”
“Terrorist cell X planned the bombing”
“Suspect Y met with cell leader Z in London last March”
“If the authors of a research paper work late at night, they
drink coffee”

Our objective is to produce models of systems and situations
that will be sufficiently accurate that they can be used—
where appropriate—to predict future states, to understand
operations, to illuminate the factors relevant to decisions,
and to control behaviors. We have realized that some knowledge is more easily and naturally represented in the form of
statements in a logic language and some is more naturally
represented in a Bayesian network formalism. We would
like to take advantage of the strengths of each formalism
while combining them into a single coherent system. However, there are tradeoffs in how the two are combined. The
tradeoffs are as follows:

While the first kind of information can be viewed as a
special case of the latter, where the allocated probability is

− First, we can extend a logic formalism (in this case
a natural-deduction proof system) to include causality.

Another part is about the probabilistic dependence of information. Examples of this kind of knowledge are statement such as:
−
−
−
−
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This can be done by using special statements with associated conditional probabilities, for example, “coffee
keeps me awake”
coffee |→ awake, where P (awake | coffee) = 0.8

(1)

The problem is that if there are several statements about
the causes for the same concept (e.g., tea also keeps me
awake), then the representation may mislead a modeler
into assuming that it is possible to specify the whole conditional probability of the effect given the causes by providing only marginal conditional probabilities, without
requiring assumptions such as independence of causal
influence. In other words, it is difficult to get the probabilities correct, because each parameter in the special
formalism just described (with the |→ symbol) represents only a partial (marginal) specification of a large
conditional distribution, which is not specified, and for
which the number of independent parameters is (approximately) the same as the number of configurations of the
possible causes.
− Second, we can try to include logic statements directly
within a Bayesian network. This is problematic in the
case of a large theory, even in the propositional case, because it requires the modeler to reconstruct proofs, which
are best carried out by an automated theorem prover.
It is especially confusing for a probabilistic modeler to
deal with proofs that go beyond what can be represented
by simple rules (definite Horn clauses). A probabilistic modeler knows well that P (A → B) = m (which
is equivalent to P (¬A ∨ B) = m) is not equivalent to
P (B = true|A = true) = m, but might need help (from
an automated system or a logical modeler) to carry
through complicated proofs.
The two existing formalisms of natural deduction and
Bayesian networks are the most intuitive and most widely
already understood ways of capturing their form of knowledge. The alternatives described, and especially the one with
the |→ symbol, may be worth pursuing. However, they
would require further work than has been done to date. For
the above reasons, we choose to pursue an integrated approach in which models are constructed from logical and
probabilistic specifications, rather than by adding features to
one of the two approaches. The probabilistic model provides
the base for the integration, while the natural deduction theorem prover is used to automatically extract important logical knowledge to complement the probabilistic model from
a purely logical knowledge base, which in some cases could
be extremely large.

3 Complexity of logical and probabilistic inference
Our major scientific hypothesis is that integration of proofs
and Bayesian networks will provide the main advantages of

a full integration of logical knowledge bases with Bayesian
networks, while keeping computational complexity sufficiently low for practical use. We do not attempt to prove
the claim in this paper, but provide a proof of concept for a
system that achieves the integration, including some examples. Some parts of the system (most importantly, the program for converting natural deduction proofs into Bayesian
networks, briefly described in Sect. 4.2.1) have been implemented, while the others have been designed.
Most of the related decisions problems are intractable in
general, but they can all be solved in polynomial time on networks whose treewidth is bounded [14]. So we first look at
the general related classes of complexity, and then show the
bounds of treewidth for our Bayesian network-based representation approach.
3.1 Classes of complexity
Given a Boolean formula, one of the most important and
extensively studied problems is to decide its satisfiability,
i.e., to decide whether there exists an assignment of its variables that makes the formula evaluate to True. The Boolean
formula is composed of Boolean variables, Boolean connectives (AND, OR or NOT), and parentheses. The problem of
determining a propositional Boolean formula’s satisfiability
is called the Boolean Satisfiability Problem (SAT). SAT is
known to be NP-complete.1
Bayesian networks allow an explicit graphical representation of the probabilistic conditional dependences and independences among events or concepts, which reduces the
number of probability assessments needed. The simplest
form of probabilistic inference of Bayesian networks is the
calculation of probability P (X = xi ), where X is a propositional variable, and xi is one of its possible values, which in
binary case are True and False. Following the notation and
conclusions from [12, 14, 85], we have the following problem representations and classes of complexity:
− PIBNET (Probabilistic Inference using Belief Networks),
to compute P (X = xi ), is #P-complete.
− PIBNETD (a decision-problem version of PIBNET), to
decide P (X = xi ) > 0, is NP-complete.
− D-PR (a decision-problem version of PIBNET), to decide P (X = xi ) > p, where p is a number between 0
and 1, is PP-complete. Note that PIBNETD is a special
case of D-PR in which p = 0.
It is also well known that PP and #P are closely related. PP
may be considered to be the decision version of #P. In particular, P#P = PPP , which can be paraphrased as follows: a
1 When

both universal and existential quantification of variables is permitted in the formula, the satisfiability problem is called the Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) problem. QBF is known to be PSPACEcomplete.
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Fig. 1 Fill-in edges for
elimination order
A, B, C, D, E for the formula
F

problem can be solved in polynomial time using an oracle in
#P if and only if it can be solved in polynomial time using
an oracle in PP [47].
It is well known that even approximating probabilistic inference is NP-hard [13, 77, 85]. It is also well known that
the complexity of probabilistic inference is critically dependent on a graphical parameter called the treewidth of the
Bayesian network, and more precisely that PIBNET, PIBNETD, and D-PR can be solved in time polynomial in the
treewidth [5, 14, 84]. There is some evidence that most
human-generated Bayesian networks have low treewidth.
3.2 Bounded treewidth
The treewidth of a graph G, tw(G), is often characterized in
terms of elimination orders. For a specific elimination order,
its induced treewidth is the maximum neighborhood size in
this elimination process. The treewidth of a graph is defined
to be the minimum induced treewidth over all possible elimination orders.
Consider the propositional formula F = (A ∨ B ∨ C) ∧
(¬A ∨ B ∨ E) ∧ (¬B ∨ C ∨ D) ∧ (¬C). Figure 1 shows
the partial process resulting from an elimination order
A, B, C, D, E, F  on the primal graph of F , where the
dotted lines represent the edges added between each of the
neighbors of the eliminated nodes. The primal graph of a
formula in CNF form is a simple graph that has atomic
formulas as vertices and has an edge for every two atomic
formulas which occur in a common clause. The induced

treewidth by this elimination order is 3. (Note that the
treewidth of the primal graph of F is actually 2.) Figure 2
shows the translation of the formula into a Bayesian network; the family of node F is an AND table, while the families of nodes C1, C2, C3, C4 are OR tables. C1, C2, C3
and C4 represent clauses of F (e.g., C1 corresponding
to the clause (A ∨ B ∨ C)). The first two steps of the
variable elimination process of the moral graph of this
Bayesian network are shown in Fig. 3 by the elimination
order A, B, C, D, E, C1, C2, C3, C4, F .
We now analyze the bounds of treewidth of a general formula.
Suppose F is a general formula in CNF form consisting of m clauses, represented by Ci , which totally contain
n atomic formulas, represented by Aj , with 1 ≤ i ≤ m and
1 ≤ j ≤ n. We denote the primal graph of F by Gp , and
the corresponding Bayesian network by Gb . Gb is generated from F and has similar network structure as shown in
Fig. 2. We assume Gp is a connected graph (if not, the isolated nodes will not affect the whole graph’s treewidth, as
their neighborhood sizes are always 0). We also assume Gp
contains at least one node, i.e., n ≥ 1.
3.2.1 Lower bound
Because node F is in a clique formed by itself and m clause
nodes which are the only neighbors of node F , we can easily conclude that, in any elimination order, the maximum
neighborhood size is at least m. So obviously tw(Gb ) ≥ m.
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Fig. 2 Translation of the
formula F into a Bayesian
network [12]

3.2.2 Upper bound
Based on the definition of treewidth, we may use the maximum neighborhood size involved in any elimination order
to measure the upper bound, as the treewidth should always
be the minimum one. Also, because we want to analyze the
change of treewidth from Gp to Gb , we intend to represent
the bound of tw(Gb ) in terms of tw(Gp ).
So for Gb , we would start the elimination from the atom
nodes at first, and particularly we choose the order of atom
nodes which produces the real treewidth of Gp .
We represent this order by A1 , A2 , . . . , An , C1 ,
C2 , . . . , Cm , F  for Gb . The nodes after An in this sequence come from the clause node set and F . Remember
that A1 , A2 , . . . , An  produces the treewidth of Gp . Then
for Gb , in the elimination process, the neighbors of any atom
node to be eliminated will come from both the atom node
set and the clause node set (the last atom node is an exception whose neighbors are all from clause node set). The
neighborhood size for the atom node Ai can be denoted by
xi + yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where xi is the neighborhood size of this
atom node in the elimination order A1 , A2 , . . . , An  of Gp ,
and yi is the number of clause node neighbors connected to
this atom node in Gb in this elimination process.
Because of the particular order we choose, we know xi ≤
tw(Gp ). Also, because there are totally m clause nodes, all
of which exist till the last atom node is eliminated, we know
yi ≤ m. So we conclude xi + yi ≤ tw(Gp ) + m.
For the elimination of clause nodes and node F , it is obvious that the maximum neighborhood size is m, as they form
a m + 1 size clique.
So for this particular elimination order, the maximum
neighborhood size is max {xi + yi , m}. Because Gp is a
connected graph with at least one node, tw(Gp ) ≥ 0.

So tw(Gp ) + m ≥ m. So we can conclude tw(Gb ) ≤
tw(Gp ) + m.
So, m ≤ tw(Gb ) ≤ tw(Gp ) + m.
3.2.3 Further discussion
In general, the probabilistic inference problem of Bayesian
networks could be much harder than the satisfiability problem of the original logic theory. This conclusion seems to
make the translation un-necessary. But this may not be the
case when considering a special Bayesian network structure, like the one we shown in Fig. 2. We notice that one
primal graph with a specific structure could have an exponential number of corresponding propositional theories, as
a single primal graph has no restriction on the number of
clauses the theory may contain. However, for any given theory, there is only one corresponding primal graph and we
definitely know how many clauses it contains. Then based
on the primal graph and the extra parameter m—the number of clauses in the theory, from the upper bound obtained
above, we can see that the treewidth of the translated BN
is not greater than the primal graph’s treewidth plus m. So
the actual resulting BN’s complexity is much lower than in
the general case. In addition, our approach is based on natural deduction proofs. The proofs typically involve only a
small fraction of the logical knowledge contained in available knowledge bases, such as SUMO [72]. So usually2 the
resulting BN will only be a subgraph of the graph similar to
Fig. 2. This lowers the actual complexity even further.
2 Our conversion of natural deduction proofs introduces context nodes
that are not present in the original logical knowledge base. These nodes
have no children and, in common reasoning modes, are never instantiated. Therefore, they are barren nodes that do not affect the complexity
of reasoning [46].
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Fig. 3 The first and second steps of the solution of the satisfiability problem by variable elimination on the moral graph of the Bayesian network
in Fig. 2

4 The process of composing
C∨T
In order to describe the process of composing, we need to
distinguish the variables represented in a Bayesian network
from the variables used in a logic formula. The first kind of
variables are in one-to-one correspondence with the nodes
in a Bayesian network. Authors differ in the name used for
such variables. For example, Neapolitan [69] uses the term
propositional variable, Jensen and Nielsen [46] simply use
the term variable, and Laskey [56] uses the term random
variable. In every case, such variables partition the outcome
space of interest. We trust that the context makes it clear
which of the two kinds of variables we refer to. If necessary,

C→B

C (1)

T →B

B
B

T (2)
B (1,2)

Fig. 4 A natural deduction proof for brown liquids

we use random variables for the variables in one-to-one correspondence with the nodes of a Bayesian network and logical variables for the variables used in logic formulas. In
some extensions of Bayesian networks, a random variable
may correspond to a formula.
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C ∨T

C→B
, C

, C
C
→-Elim
B

B



T →B
, T

, T
T
→-Elim
B
∨-Elim

Fig. 5 This proof tree makes contexts explicit.  stands for the set of assumptions {C → B, T → B, C ∨ T }, and , A stands for  ∪ {A}

4.1 The basic process
Before composition, we suppose that there is a logical
knowledge base (KB) consisting of logical rules and a
Bayesian network (BN). Regarding events or propositions, KB describes their logical relations, while BN represents their probabilistic dependencies. We can simplify the
process of composing by the following steps:
1. Natural Deduction
We set a goal and then derive its natural deduction proofs
based on the logical knowledge available in the KB.
2. Conversion
We convert each proof into a separate Bayesian network.
3. Composition
We compose the set of Bayesian networks obtained in the
previous step with the original Bayesian network.
We use two propositional examples to illustrate the
process. Note that, in this paper, the original Bayesian network is also called probabilistic casual model or probabilistic model. Correspondingly, the intermediate Bayesian networks resulting from natural deductions are called logical
models or proof models. We assume that there are only
atomic nodes (which represents atomic formulas) in the
probabilistic model.
4.2 Two detailed propositional examples
4.2.1 Brown liquids
We provide an example of using the integrated logical and
probabilistic reasoning system. Since the propositional theory that formalizes the example includes at least one nonHorn clause, i.e., at least one clause that includes two nonnegative literals, the theory cannot be handled correctly by
Horn clause logic3 or by forward chaining rule-based systems such as JESS or CLIPS. The example formalizes the
following story: my cup contains either coffee (C) or tea (T).
Coffee is a brown liquid (B). Tea is a brown liquid. Thus it
can be concluded that my cup contains a brown liquid.
The axioms in the knowledge base that formalize the
story are:
3 Pure Prolog can be considered a Horn clause logic representation language; however, Prolog is a general programming language that can be
used to implement complicated reasoning engines.

Fig. 6 The Bayesian network representation of the brown liquids
proof

English assertion

Logical representation

My cup contains either coffee or tea
Coffee is a brown liquid
Tea is a brown liquid

C∨T
C→B
T →B

We want to show B. Note that the theory allows for both
tea and coffee to be in my cup at the same time. A natural deduction proof for B is given in Fig. 4. The proof consists of
three steps: two →-elimination steps and one ∨-elimination
step. The ∨-elimination step, which corresponds to a case
analysis step, requires us to prove B from the assumption C and separately from the assumption T . The assumptions are indicated by superscripts and discharged at the
∨-elimination step. These assumptions are used in the proof
of the →-elimination steps.
Figure 5 presents the same proof as Fig. 4, but in a
way that emphasizes the contexts used. The proof in Fig. 5,
which includes the symbol, will remind some readers of
the sequent calculus. However, it is directly a natural deduction proof with the exact same structure as the proof in
Fig. 4; it only uses a different syntax to denote active assumptions.
The natural deduction proof is converted to a Bayesian
network in the following way. Each non-atomic formula
used in the proof is the child of its component subformulas, with a conditional probability table (CPT) that encodes
the main connective introduced or eliminated. For example,
in Fig. 6, the (nodes corresponding to the) atomic formulas
C and T are parents of the (node corresponding to the) formula (or C T ), and the CPT for the family of those three
nodes, P ((or C T ) | C, T ) is an OR table. The Bayesian
network also represents the nonempty contexts (sets of assumptions) used in the proof. For example, formula C is the
context for the first step of the proof, namely the implication
elimination with premises C and (if C B) and conclusion
B. Accordingly, the node corresponding to formula C is a
parent of the node Context1 in the Bayesian network. In the
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Fig. 7 B logically follows from
the axioms in the brown liquids
domain

Fig. 9 The probability update conditioned on C
Fig. 8 A probabilistic causal model that relates work deadlines to coffee and tea in my cup

CPT for a context node, the context is true if and only if all of
its parents are true. As an illustration, consider the Bayesian
network structure of Fig. 6.
The construction algorithm just outlined ensures that any
possible (i.e., non-zero probability) configuration (i.e., assignment of truth or false values) of the variables in the
Bayesian network that correspond to formulas is a true interpretation (a model) of the formulas that appear in the steps of
the proof and that no other assignments have positive probability, when the value true is entered as evidence for the
(nodes corresponding to the) formulas of the theory. Figure 7 illustrates this, where it is shown that the only state
of positive probability of the B variable is the one in which
B is true, when evidence is entered for (if T B), (if C B),
and (or C T ). The probabilities shown in Fig. 7 are computed using the commercial Bayesian network shell Hugin
(www.hugin.com), which uses the junction tree algorithm
for probabilistic inference [46]. The evidence entered is indicated by red bars in a color version of the figure. Moreover, for a particular set of contexts, the possible configurations are models of the assumptions in the contexts and of
the formulas.
Now, imagine that we have probabilistic information relating some of the variables in our domain of interest. In
particular, following our example, imagine a probabilistic
causal model is available that relates the presence of tea or
coffee in my cup to the amount of work I need to get done
before the end of the workday, as described in Fig. 8 using Hugin. Figure 9 shows one example of probability update of this casual model conditioned on C. We can now
compose the logically derived model of Fig. 6 and the probabilistic causal model of Fig. 8 into a single model using

Fig. 10 A model composed from logical and probabilistic components

the Bayesian network fragment composition algorithm described in [11] and obtain the combined model of Fig. 10.
The combined model is a Bayesian network and can be
subjected to processing as any such network. The most important kind of processing is to compute the posterior probability of each variable in the network given a set of findings
(i.e., evidence). For example, we may be interested in the
probability of a deadline given that we observe coffee in my
cup and that some axioms hold (to meet deadlines we work
late and consume coffee to stay awake). The posterior probabilities are shown in Fig. 11, where we observe a roughly
68% probability of my working on a deadline, which happens to be a bit higher than the one got from the single probabilistic model as shown in Fig. 9, because of the introduction of logical relationships.
4.2.2 Swimming pool
The second example formalizes the following story: I have
a swimming pool (A). If I have a swimming pool and it does
not rain (D), I will go swimming (B). If I go swimming,
I will get wet (C). If it rains, I will get wet. It can thus be concluded that I will get wet. Loveland and Stickel [60] use this
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Fig. 11 Probability update in
the model of the previous figure

D ∨ ¬D

B →C

(A ∧ ¬D) → B
B
C
C

A

¬D (1)
A ∧ ¬D

D→C

D (2)
C (1,2)

Fig. 12 A natural deduction proof for the swimming pool example
Fig. 13 The Bayesian network
representation of the swimming
pool proof

example to show that goal trees are incomplete and to motivate the use of ancestor contradiction checks, which they
show to be complete.
The axioms in the knowledge base that formalizes the
story are:
English assertion

Logical representation

I have a swimming pool
If I have a swimming pool and it
does not rain, I will go swimming
If I go swimming, I will get wet
If it rains, I will get wet

A
(A ∧ ¬D) → B
B →C
D→C

We want to show C. A natural deduction proof for C is
given in Fig. 12, where we omitted the proof of D ∨ ¬D.
This proof consists of five steps: one ∧-introduction step,
three →-elimination steps, and one ∨-elimination step. The
∧-introduction step and the last →-elimination step require
one assumption each, namely ¬D and D. The ∨-elimination
step, which corresponds to a case analysis step, discharges
both assumptions.

The Bayesian network representation of the proof is
given in Fig. 13. We adopt the common convention that ¬D
is a shorthand for D → ⊥. For simplicity, we omitted the
node representing ⊥ and the edge from it to ¬D. Figure 14
shows the configuration of the Bayesian network variables
when the evidence indicating that the four axioms are true is
entered; note that C is true when the axioms are true. If we
have a probabilistic model as in the previous example, we
can do composition in a similar way.

5 Extensions
The previous section uses propositional examples to show
the basic idea of composition, especially the important conversion step from natural deduction proofs to Bayesian networks. In solving real world problems, we are always facing
more complex situations. The possible problems could be:
How do we handle the multiple proof case? Where do goals
come from? We will discuss these related problems in this
section.
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Fig. 14 C logically follows
from the axioms in the
swimming pool domain

5.1 Composing more proofs together
In both examples shown in the previous section, only one
natural deduction proof is used for the composition with the
existing probabilistic model. In fact, when more proofs are
available, we can compose all of them with the probabilistic
model, in order to get more complete knowledge for probabilistic reasoning.4 From another point of view, we may
think of the process of having multiple proofs composed together as the one in which we keep updating the probabilistic model for the next round of composition. In the initial
round, we compose the original probabilistic model with one
proof model, and then use the resulting composite model as
the new probabilistic model to compose with another proof
model in the next round. Some practical issues will be discussed near the end of this section.
5.2 Goal setting
There are two ways of generating the goals, based on which
correspondingly we can categorize compositions into two
types: Query Based Composition and Probabilistic Model
Based Composition.
5.2.1 Query based composition
This type of composition occurs when the user submits a
query to the system, i.e., the user has specific interest in
some problem. In this case, we set this query or related formula5 as a goal and get its natural deduction proofs. After
converting each of them into a Bayesian network, the proof
model, we start its composition with the probabilistic model
if it exists. The resulting composite model can then be used
4 Obviously, proof search is also complex. In practice, we should bound
the search depth and time, since proofs might be infinite or we do not
need that many proofs.
5 “Related formula” means that its natural deduction contains the query

formula. This will be explained more in the next section.

to reason about the uncertainty of the query. This kind of
composition can be considered as a special case of another
type of composition shown in the following section, by regarding the query node as a simple probabilistic model or
by extending the current probabilistic model to contain this
query node.
5.2.2 Probabilistic model based composition
This type of composition is used mostly when the user does
not have a specific question, but wants to augment the existing probabilistic model to support reasoning based on
more complete knowledge. In this case, the natural deduction proofs are used to complement the original probabilistic model. There could be three scenarios regarding the way
goals are set:
− Scenario one:
In this scenario, we integrate all the possible proofs of
each node6 of the probabilistic model, as long as the
proofs introduce no new atomic nodes, to the probabilistic model. Scenario one occurs when we are interested in
reasoning over a set of nodes, the basic probabilistic dependencies of which have already been specified through
the probabilistic model by domain experts. However, we
want to exploit the logical knowledge base to capture
more connections among these nodes and build a more
accurate model for reasoning.
Based on the definition of conversion of natural deduction proofs to Bayesian networks, all the newly added
logical nodes from proof model, which are all compound
6 Note

that because both the probabilistic model and the proof model
are standard Bayesian networks, we simply use “node” to call each random variable in the networks, which can represent atomic or compound
formulas as shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, the node corresponding to an
atomic formula is called atomic node, and the node corresponding to
an compound formula is called compound node. The proof model generally contains both kinds of nodes. The probabilistic model is temporarily assumed to contain atomic nodes only.
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nodes (because of the restriction on the proof that no
new atomic nodes are introduced), will be children of the
original nodes in the probabilistic model and therefore dseparate (as converging connections) the original nodes,
when the logical nodes are not set as evidence findings.
So adding them will not affect the probability distribution of the original probabilistic model. But after their
instantiation, the logical nodes will open up communication among those pre-existing nodes. It is obvious that
the more proofs of natural deduction integrated into the
probabilistic model, as long as the restriction is not violated, the more dependencies of those pre-existing nodes
of the probabilistic model will be revealed from the resulting composite model.
− Scenario two:
In this scenario, we integrate all the possible proofs of
each node of the probabilistic model. Here we relax the
restriction to the proofs in scenario one, i.e. the proofs
may introduce new atomic nodes. Scenario two occurs
when we have further interest in the nodes outside the
probabilistic model (e.g., there might be findings that are
not described in the original probabilistic model) and additionally we still hope that the composite model could
have reasonable size considering accuracy and efficiency.
The restriction that only proofs of the nodes in the probabilistic model can be integrated ensures that the integrating process is finite. The same d-separations as in
scenario one still exist, since all the logical nodes still
serve as children of the original nodes. The new atomic
nodes cannot communicate with the original probabilistic nodes if the logical nodes are not set to be findings,
because they are also parents of the logical nodes (by the
process of conversion).
Scenario two is just an extension of scenario one. We
have a bigger view of the world while the resulting model
still remains affordable regarding building cost and size.
Compared with scenario one and three, scenario two is
the most used.
− Scenario three:
In this scenario, we integrate all the possible proofs,
which are not restricted to be only for the nodes in the
probabilistic model. The proof can be for a new literal
(i.e., there may be a proof for an atomic node or its negation that is not in the probabilistic model), as long as
the converted proof model has common atomic nodes
to link itself with the original probabilistic model. Scenario three is just an extension of scenario two. The set
of proofs that we could integrate into the probabilistic
model is still a countable set, but when the knowledge
base is huge, searching could be very expensive.
This kind of model composition is very helpful. Sometimes we know many nodes (nodes denote the entities’
properties) existing in the world, e.g., we get some concepts from the existing knowledge base. But limited by

our understanding capability, we can only build a smaller
and simpler probabilistic model, which contains just
some of these nodes. With the methodology described
in the paper and the existing knowledge base, we could
use natural deduction proofs to bring the logical relationships into the original probabilistic model, by integrating
the proofs, consisting of the atomic formula nodes originally isolated from the probabilistic model and the compound formula nodes coming from logical rules, into the
original probabilistic model. So we have used the logical
knowledge to extend the original probabilistic model for
more accurate uncertainty reasoning.
The brown liquids example of the previous section can
be used for a simple illustration of the three scenarios. If we
assume that the user submits a query on B at first, then the
brown liquids example is a typical query based composition.
From another perspective, if we assume that a probabilistic
model is given at first, around which the composition is to
be built, we can think of the same example as a probabilistic model based composition. Note that the composition in
Fig. 10 is directly a use of scenario three. In this example,
the probabilistic model is shown in Fig. 8. The proof model
for B (shown in Fig. 6) can be composed with the probabilistic model because it has common nodes C and T . If
we consider having a probabilistic model which is similar
to the one shown in Fig. 8 but contains one extra node B,
besides three pre-existing nodes Deadline, C, and T , then
the composition with the same proof model in Fig. 6 could
be regarded as a use of scenario one, as the proof is built for
the node contained in the probabilistic model and no new
atomic node is introduced. (Note that we ignore the context
nodes.)
General composition algorithms We can use Fig. 15 to
show different types of knowledge involved in composition.
Here, P represents the atomic nodes from the probabilistic
model. L represents the logical rules and findings available.
Each finding might be an atom or its negation, i.e., a literal;
compound formulas cannot be used as findings. O represents
all the literals (i.e., each member of the set O is either an
atomic node or the negation of an atomic node) contained in
some formula of L, but not contained in P7 . The area in the
thin rectangle (purple and red in a color version of the figure) represents some of the finding nodes in L that are also
in either P or O. For example, some findings are relevant to
the probabilistic model, some are not. We group the finding
nodes into L because they are combined with logic rules to
make natural deduction proofs.
7 If an atomic formula only appears negated, it is not necessary to set up
the goal to be proved as the non-negated atom. A literal has the form
A or A → ⊥, which is often conveniently represented as ¬A.
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Algorithm 2 Scenario Two
Require: the probabilistic model BN, the set P of atomic
nodes in BN, the set L of the logical nodes (including
logical rules and findings)
1: for all e such that e ∈ P do
2:
for all N such that N is a natural deduction proof of
e, based on L do
3:
BN = BN ⊕ N {⊕ means composition}
4:
end for
5: end for
6: return BN

Fig. 15 Relationships among the types of knowledge: atomic nodes in
the probabilistic model (P), logical rules (L), other nodes (O). P and O
are disjoint. We are interested in finding nodes in L that are common
to P and O

Based on this knowledge structure, we propose three algorithms for composing proof models with the probabilistic
model, corresponding to each scenario.
Algorithm 1 Scenario One
Require: the probabilistic model BN, the set P of atomic
nodes in BN, the set L of the logical nodes (including
logical rules and findings)
1: for all e such that e ∈ P do
2:
for all N such that N is a natural deduction proof of
e, based on L do
3:
Qualified ⇐ true
4:
for all a such that a is an atomic node of N do
5:
if a ∈
/ P then
6:
Qualified ⇐ false
7:
break
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
if Qualified is true then
11:
BN = BN ⊕ N {⊕ means composition}
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for
15: return BN
When we build a composite model, we can follow the
rule of cumulation. We start from scenario one and then see
whether the current model satisfies our requirement. Based
on scenario one, further, we can build a bigger model corresponding to scenario two. When we cannot retrieve enough
valuable knowledge from scenario two, we will extend it to
scenario three. So each scenario is based on its previous scenario. Especially for scenario three, we will not begin to add

Algorithm 3 Scenario Three
Require: the probabilistic model BN, the set P of atomic
nodes in BN, the set L of the logical nodes (including logical rules and findings - we consider only atomic
findings), the set O representing all the literal nodes in
L but not in P .
1: for all e such that e ∈ P ∪ O {elements of P should be
tried before of O} do
2:
for all N such that N is a natural deduction proof of
e, based on L do
3:
if N ∩ BN = ∅ {∩ means intersections of nodes}
then
4:
BN = BN ⊕ N {⊕ means composition}
5:
end if
6:
end for
7: end for
8: return BN

the proofs related to set O until we have finished composing
the proofs based on set P.
Examples We use an example to show how to follow the
algorithms to make compositions. Formulas in the example
do not have a real meaning and are just used to show the
procedures.
First, we have a probabilistic model as shown in Fig. 16.
In the knowledge base, we also have logical rules as shown
in Table 1. Based on the probabilistic model and logical
rules, we can generate:
P = {A, B, C},
L = {A, A → B, A → C, C → B, A → D, D → B, A
→ E, B → E, F → G},

and

O = {D, E, F, G}.
− Example for scenario one: In scenario one all proofs
involve only nodes that are in the probabilistic model.
The proofs that are used for the example are given in
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Fig. 16 The probabilistic model used for composition of scenarios 1,
2, and 3

Table 1 The logical rules for
the examples illustrating the
three composition scenarios

1

A

2

A→B

3

A→C

4

A→D

5

A→E

6

B →E

7

C→B

8

D→B

9

F →G

Fig. 17 Scenario one: (a) Natural deduction proofs of B, (b) a natural
deduction proof for C, and (c) the output of the model composition

Fig. 17(a) and (b). The output of the model composition
process is given in (c).
− Example for scenario two: In addition to the proof shown
in scenario one, we add the proof of B in Fig. 18(a),
which cannot be used in scenario one as it will introduce
new atomic node D. The output of the model composition process is given in Fig. 18(b).
− Example for scenario three: In scenario three, a proof is
introduced as long as there is an undirected path link-

Fig. 18 Scenario two: (a) Another natural deduction proof of B and
(b) the output of the model composition

Fig. 19 Scenario three: (a) Natural deduction proofs of E in scenario
three and (b) the output of model composition. Notice that we use B
to prove E, and possibly there are different proofs of B that may then
lead to different proofs of E. But, since we have added those proofs of
B in previous scenarios (scenarios one and two), it is not necessary to
list all the different proofs of E based on B in (a)

ing it to the probabilistic model. In addition to the proofs
used in scenario two, we add the proof of E in Fig. 19(a).
The output of the model composition process is given in
Fig. 19(b).
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5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Adaptation
For a real world probabilistic model, it is possible that it
contains not only atomic nodes but also compound nodes. So
we need to change the composition algorithm to adapt to this
situation. The solution is simple: just ignore the compound
nodes of the original probabilistic model, i.e., only consider
proofs of its atomic nodes in the composition process. This
ensures that in one composition we only merge the roots of
the proof model, which are atomic, with the probabilistic
model.
When considering composition involving multiple proof
models, the probabilistic model keeps changing after each
composition step and we are always adding new proofs to
the latest probabilistic model. In this case, the updated probabilistic model will start to contain compound nodes that do
not exist in the original probabilistic model but come from
the proof model used in the previous step. For such compound nodes in the next composition step, when we find a
new proof model containing them, we do not need to add
them to the probabilistic model once again. This is because,
for any compound node used by different proofs, its parent
nodes are always the same. This implies the same network
structures and conditional probability distributions. Also, it
is obvious that when different proofs of a given node are
available, the corresponding natural deductions should have
at least one logic rule used in one proof but not in the other.
Therefore, the process of composing another proof is just
adding to the current probabilistic model different nodes and
edges. The existing nodes and edges brought by other previous proofs are unchanged. At this time, node mergers occur not only on the roots, but implicitly also on the existing
compound nodes brought by previous proofs. Meanwhile,
it is still the case that only children are added to the current probabilistic model, i.e. logical consistency still holds.
When adding different proofs of different nodes, the process
is the same. We never change the existing nodes. We just add
new nodes that do not exist before in the current probabilistic model.
So we can make some changes to the algorithm by adding
one step for the preprocessing and another step after composition. Before making the composition, if a probabilistic
model contains compound formula nodes, we temporarily
remove these nodes with all the edges coming in and out
of them, and save them for later use. Now the probabilistic
model just contains atomic nodes, and in each step of composition, we get an updated probabilistic model. Then we
remove the restriction (which is only applicable in the single
proof model case) that mergers only occur on the root nodes
of a proof model and the atomic nodes of a probabilistic
model, i.e., mergers can occur on both roots and compound

nodes of proof models. (Since all the compound nodes in the
original probabilistic model have been removed temporarily,
any compound formula nodes found in the current probabilistic model in the process of composition should be from
some previous integrated proofs.) In the part of the algorithm deciding whether a proof is eligible to be composed,
we add one more check: if the proof involves the compound
nodes already existing in the node set with temporarily removed nodes, we ignore this proof. (Otherwise it will bring
duplicate nodes to the integrated model.) After the composition of all the eligible proofs, we add the removed compound nodes back to the probabilistic model. Because what
we have changed in the original probabilistic model is just
adding more children to its nodes, the probability distributions of all the nodes in the original model do not change.
5.3.2 Automation
In all the previous examples, both proof models and resulting composite models are very simple. They could be built
even without the use of natural deductions and conversions.
However, for a large domain problem, this might not be possible. For example, consider a knowledge base containing
1,000 logical rules.8 Consider building a Bayesian network
to meet new requirements in the task domain of the existing logical knowledge base. We can use the technique presented in this paper to automate the process of reusing the
existing knowledge base. For example, we may still get the
domain experts to specify the basic probabilistic model, but
then use natural deduction proofs to augment this model automatically. Through the use of soft evidence updating, we
can even assign uncertainty to logical rules.
Because of the mature and wide use of logical theories in
the past decades, we have large logical knowledge bases to
support logical reasoning in many task domains. One motivation of this paper is also to introduce a way of making
use of existing logical knowledge bases to support modern
approaches to probabilistic reasoning.
5.3.3 Probabilistic knowledge base
The goal of the approach introduced in this paper is not
to find an equivalent Bayesian network to represent existing logical knowledge base. Because natural deductions are
completely based on the logical knowledge base, when all
the logical rules in the logical knowledge base are certain,
the use of any generated proof model of a formula will
produce the same result as direct logical reasoning. So for
queries over formulas entailed by the logical knowledge
8 The

logical rules of such a large KB cannot be totally from human
specification, and must be learned through some learning techniques.
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base with certainty, translation to a proof model is redundant, as the queries can be answered by the logical system
directly.
However, with the aid of composition, for queries over related formulas originally existing in the probabilistic model,
this translation is very helpful. It makes possible for domain
experts to specify different knowledge, based on its type:
logical or probabilistic, in the most suitable way: logical formulas or Bayesian networks, while reasoning with a uniform
model. The reasoning process is not based on the probabilistic model alone, but also complemented by the available logical knowledge. For some problems, this could be done by
applying logical reasoning systems and probabilistic reasoning systems separately and sequentially. A simple example
can be shown by Fig. 20, where a query regarding the posterior probability of C, denoted by P (C|e), can be done by
using the KB to reason about B at first and then applying
the conclusion of B as hard evidence into the BN to get
the posterior probability of C. Note that the KB contains
three logical formulas: A, A → B, and C → D, and the BN
just describes our knowledge about the probabilistic dependency between B and C. The result is same as directly using
the composite model at the bottom of Fig. 20, with which,
however, the user does not even have to build a real separate logic reasoning systems. Particularly, for a more complex probabilistic model, sequential uses of separate models
could be cumbersome. For example, instead of only having B, if there are more nodes that could potentially affect
the probability of C in the BN of Fig. 20, the user needs to
figure out all of them at first, query the logical system secondly, and last return to BN to do probabilistic reasoning.
With the translation and the composition, we automate the
process and can take the advantage of separate specification
of knowledge and uniform reasoning.
This approach makes special sense when we bring uncertainty into the logical knowledge base. There are two ways.
One is based on assumptions. In this case, the pre-existing
knowledge base has no uncertainty, but we add more assumption formulas into it. For example, these assumptions
may come from the probabilistic model. Then they can be
used in normal proof steps. This way has much higher flexibility for integrating logical and probabilistic reasoning and
provides a much larger space of support for queries. For the
same example of Fig. 20, if we are interested in P (D|e),
then the sequential use of two separate models cannot help,
as the probabilistic output C of BN cannot be used to reason
about D in the KB. If, in the KB, we add one formula C ∗
to represent the assumption of C, we obtain the composite
model shown in Fig. 21, which we can use to reason about
D’s posterior probability.
The second way is based on making the logical knowledge uncertain. Uncertainty can occur on findings (or facts)
or even logical rules, and can have different values at different times. In the case of Fig. 11, we are no longer sure

Fig. 20 The composite BN provides the same result as using separate
models sequentially

that one of the rules holds. More generally, we can assign a
probability to one or more facts or rules.
Of course these two ways of bringing uncertainty into the
traditional logical knowledge base can be mixed. Therefore,
given new evidence on some atomic formulas or even the
logical rules, especially considering the use of soft evidence
updating [52, 97], any influences from changes of uncertainty of these evidence nodes can be captured through the
composite model, while traditional logical reasoning cannot
handle uncertainty on formulas at all. In addition, such a
way of translating provides high flexibility in building the
model, as we can put any related formulas into the composite model for probabilistic reasoning regardless of their
uncertainty (even if it is close to zero).

6 Related work
First-Order Logic (FOL), often referred as classical logic, is
the formal system of logic that has been most extensively
studied. Although it has great expressive power, FOL is still
not sufficient and efficient to model all the ways humans reason, and therefore is also used as a foundation for defining
extended logics.
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eling tool starting from the mid-1980s attracted many researchers to study the integration of FOL with Bayesian networks for probabilistic reasoning. Recent research includes
PRM [29, 31, 54], MEBN [55, 56], BLP [49], LBN [27], and
RBN [43, 44]. Besides Bayesian approaches, other graphical models have also been proposed, such as MLN [83].
Logic program-based approaches include ICL [80] and SLP
[67, 68]. We will discuss and compare this closely related
work in more detail. For a better understanding of relations
between the related approaches, we recommend two good
surveys [66, 86] that analyze and categorize existing techniques in this field. In most of these approaches, probabilities, which are used as a measure of subjective belief, are
assigned to propositions. This is the category our work belongs to, and in particular, we would put our approach in
the branch of unknown at the bottom level of the taxonomy
in [66], as we need to list all objects that might exist, although we have our special way of treating unknown objects
as shown in Sect. 7.2.
6.1.1 Approaches based on Bayesian networks

Fig. 21 The KB for the example of Fig. 20 with addition of assumption C, which is denoted by C ∗

One important issue in classical logic is the lack of
treatment of plausible reasoning under uncertainty. Uncertain conclusions result from fallible methods or uncertain
premises and are natural in almost any real world application. Uncertainty reasoning is a realistic requirement for
most modern expert systems, and has led to various research
based on extension of classical logic.
6.1 First-order probabilistic models
One major extension of classical logic to reasoning under uncertainty is based on probability theory. Probabilistic
models deal well with inherent uncertainty, while FOL has
the power of rich expressiveness of knowledge. So the integration of these two kinds of inference is highly desirable.
One of the earliest and most influential works in defining
precise semantics for probabilistic logics is a paper by Nilsson [73] that computes lower and upper bounds instead of
point values for the probabilities of queried sentences. Earlier work [26, 70] proposes a language for reasoning about
probability and for interpreting truth values probabilistically. Bacchus and Halpern [3, 34] distinguish degrees of belief from relative frequencies and provide the semantics relating them. The popularity of Bayesian networks as a mod-

Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs) [49] are FOL-like programs that consist of a set of Bayesian definite clauses with
quantitative information. A BLP specifies a Bayesian network, as each Bayesian predicate is more like a random variable, instead of logical predicate. A combination rule is used
in BLPs to combine different ground instances of a rule with
the same ground atom as head. As a variant of BLPs, Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs) [27] explicitly distinguish
logical knowledge and probabilistic knowledge through two
disjoint sets of predicates: the set of logical predicates and
the set of probabilistic predicates. The extra set of normal
logical clauses specifies deterministic background information, which can be used to remove probability distribution
that are not meaningful in the induced Bayesian network.
The way knowledge is represented in LBNs is very similar to our approach, as both have separate specifications for
logical knowledge and probabilistic knowledge, and the logical knowledge in both approaches is used as the background
knowledge. However, there are still important differences.
In BLPs and LBNs, the ground logical atoms are excluded
from the induced Bayesian network, as they are fixed to be
deterministic and no uncertainty is considered over them unless the design is changed. In addition, random variables eligible to appear in the induced Bayesian network are only
those ground Bayesian atoms in the least Herbrand model
of the program. This means that queries about atoms outside the least Herbrand model will not be considered. In our
approach, proof models could be built in different sizes, as
described in the three scenarios introduced in the previous
section, based on the realistic consideration of the degree
of detail in knowledge representation and on computing capacity and efficiency, and then composed with the existing
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probabilistic models, which are the center for extension. If
the normal logical formulas turn out to be uncertain, we do
not have to rebuild the composite model for probabilistic
reasoning, but apply new evidence, which could be soft evidence. This way of using logical knowledge is more flexible
than the way of using logical clauses in LBNs, because new
findings or new uncertainties may be continuously added to
a knowledge base; this is particularly useful in information
analysis applications. We do not distinguish Bayesian atoms
and logical atoms, as all the formulas are standard binary
ones.9 An atom included in the proof model could be an arbitrary formula in the knowledge base as long as it plays a
role in some natural deduction proof. It is not even necessarily a goal that could be proved. In addition, compared with
the definite clauses used in BLP and LBN, our approach accepts any standard FOL formulas.
A Multi-Entity Bayesian Network (MEBN) [55, 56]
specifies a probabilistic knowledge base as a set of parameterized fragments of Bayesian networks (MFrag) [56],
each of which describes probability information about a
set of related random variables. This collection of Mfrags,
called a MEBN Theory, defines a unique joint probability
distribution over random variables in the theory if all the
consistency constraints associated with each Mfrag are satisfied. Based on findings, Situation-Specific Bayesian Networks (SSBNs) are generated in response to specific queries.
A special feature of MEBNs is the use of context constraints
in each MFrag to restrict its instantiations. The constraints
play a similar role to the logical literals of the conditional
dependency clause in LBN. MEBN is a well defined and
rich language that extends both FOL and Bayesian networks [55, 56]. Because of its generality, implementation
of MEBN systems is difficult [86].
A Probabilistic Relational Model (PRM) [29, 31, 54] is
a framework to represent probabilistic models over multiple entities and relations between them. Generally, a PRM
specifies a relational schema for classes of objects and attributes, a structure to define the probabilistic dependencies
between attributes, and the numerical probability information including aggregate functions. A database (skeleton)
can be used to instantiate entities and relations, and construct the Bayesian network for reasoning. PRMs are based
on the formalism of Frame Systems, which are less expressive than FOL.
In all the above approaches standard Bayesian networks are constructed from knowledge bases, a metaapproach called Knowledge Based Model Construction
(KBMC). However, in our approach, the proof model extracted through natural deduction proofs, which represents

the logical knowledge in a probabilistic form, is used as supplemental knowledge for the original probabilistic model,
which pre-exists to represent our major interest and can actually be specified in any formalism, such as MEBN. This
simplifies integration of logic knowledge with probabilistic
reasoning, as both are in Bayesian network form. Regarding probability dependencies and distributions, for LBN, the
edges of resulting Bayesian networks are determined from
the conditional dependency clauses and the CPTs are from
the logical CPD. PRMs have aggregate functions besides
the ordinary CPDs. MEBNs use MFrags to specify each local probability dependencies and distributions. For complex
relations, aggregation functions and combining rules must
be used to combine influences. However, in our approach,
the added edges and CPTs all depend on the logical structure of extracted logical formulas. The added nodes build
the indirect connections between the ones of the original
probabilistic model.
In addition, our approach explicitly distinguishes probabilistic knowledge and logical knowledge, and each kind of
knowledge is represented through its most commonly used
and familiar way: Bayesian networks and FOL formulas.
However, the reasoning is still based on a uniform model.
This way of integration enables separate knowledge specification in the design phase. Even FOL-conversant knowledge
engineers who are not familiar with Bayesian approaches
can use their previous knowledge to build a model that can
later support probabilistic reasoning.
Further, most techniques are designed completely as a
new formalism or variant of existing FOL or Bayesian networks to implement the integration of reasoning. In their real
use, users have to study new way of designing and modeling. This conversion is hard and always comes with waste of
efforts as many techniques are still in primary stage. Our approach is not a new language, but a framework, supported by
a theorem prover, that can automatically transform the users’
knowledge expressed in these two traditional formalisms
into a uniform model for probabilistic reasoning. This makes
our approach an alternative way of not only designing new
expert systems but also making use of historical ones.
Also notice that our approach defines an extension of
existing probabilistic model with logical rules. The resulting model used for reasoning is still a Bayesian network.
If the original probabilistic dependencies do not exist, the
extension effect is just to build a Bayesian network representing a logical knowledge base as all the entailments still
hold. When the logical knowledge does not exist, there is no
change to the original probabilistic model.
6.1.2 Non-Bayesian network based approaches

9 We might have non-binary random variables in the composite model
that come from the original probabilistic model. However, they will
never get involved in proof and composition.

A Stochastic Logic Program (SLP) [68] consists of a set of
labeled clauses, which are range-restricted definite clauses.
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Probabilistic reasoning is done through a stochastic SLDtree. The labels are probabilities. However, the probability
distribution is not defined over proposition, but over proofs.
In our approach, we have no restriction on the form of logic
formulas. The probabilities are directly defined over propositions. We also use proofs, which are based on natural deduction. Proofs are not used for probabilistic reasoning, but
for knowledge selection. We can compose the proof BN with
the original Bayesian network, which may provide the prior
probability distribution for root nodes. The final probabilistic reasoning is through a Bayesian network.
The Independent Choice Logic (ICL) [80] can be seen
as adding independent stochastic inputs to a logic program,
with a look similar to SLP. From another perspective, it can
be regarded as a way of rule-based specification of Bayesian
networks with logical variables. Compared with our approach, probabilities of ICL are specified only over alternatives, and probabilistic reasoning is done directly instead
of through Bayesian network. The logic programs are not
arbitrary. Atoms are classified to be atomic choice or not.
A Markov Logic Networks (MLN) [83] is a set of firstorder formulas with weights attached. The MLN approach
can be regarded as a special case of KBMC. Together with
a finite set of constants, an MLN defines a ground Markov
network, through which the reasoning is conducted. Unlike
Bayesian networks, Markov networks are undirected networks. When complex constructs are present, inference in
Markov networks can become quite slow [86]. MLNs have
great expressive power and can be viewed as a generalization of FOL. However, learning and explaining the weights
are still hard problems.
All the above techniques appear very close to normal
logic programs, especially for SLP and MLN. These languages include direct support for arithmetic and probabilistic computation in their processors. However, the knowledge
bases written in them are not pure FOL KBs, because they
require the addition of numeric labels that are interpreted in
a special way. Some are regarded as probabilities (in SLPs),
while some are weights (in MLNs). Since natively FOL formulas are not designed for probabilistic reasoning, these labels are hard even for domain experts to specify, and also
hard for users to understand and maintain. To overcome this
difficult step, it has been suggested that learning be used as
the source of the values of these labels, but learning itself
is another hard problem, and a great deal of the latest work
concentrates on it. For example, for MLN, recent papers address structure learning (formula learning) [6, 53], parameter learning (weight learning) [42, 61, 88] and both [41]. For
PRM, learning algorithms for both structure and parameters
have been proposed in [29, 31, 32]. For BLP, the learning
principle is discussed in [48]. A search algorithm for learning LBN is proposed in [28], which is also valid for learning
some other directed probabilistic logical models. One new

method for parameter learning for relational models is introduced in [45], based on compiling a RBN model into a
computational structure for the likelihood function and its
partial derivatives. Some detailed discussions of current and
emerging trends in learning can be found in [16, 30].
By contrast, in our approach, through natural deduction
proofs the logical models are extracted directly from the logical knowledge base, which consists of standard FOL formulas that are not restricted to any special form. Additionally, no learning is involved in our framework, as we expect
that the probabilistic knowledge is best presented through
the probabilistic model Bayesian network.
Although our approach separates the logical and probabilistic knowledge specifications, we still allow the user to
place uncertainty over logical rules, using the technique of
soft evidence updating [52, 97], since each logical rule used
in the proof has a corresponding node in our proof-based
logical model, which is just a Bayesian network. This way
of attaching uncertainty information over not only atomic
formulas but the whole logic rules, is quite different from
what is done in most other techniques, which generate probabilistic models that contain only atomic formulas as nodes,
such as BLP/LBN [27, 49] and MLN [83].
As discussed before in Sect. 5.3.2, one motivation of our
approach is to introduce a way of making use of existing
logical knowledge bases to support modern approaches to
probabilistic reasoning. This point of view, to the authors’
knowledge, has never been considered in other work on the
integration of logical and probabilistic reasoning.
From another perspective, compared with our approach
of converting logical knowledge into Bayesian networks,
there have also been some work done in the reverse direction, i.e., from Bayesian networks to logical theories [14].
However, the translation of a BN into a pure logical theory requires including axioms for arithmetic and for probability itself, which would take a lot of space, slow down
computation, and be difficult for a user to read. For example, a set of axioms for a FOL theory of probability given
in [3] includes the field axioms. A user would undoubtedly
find the application of field axioms to probabilistic inference very hard to comprehend. So the resulting logical theory from the integration approach with translation in this direction should rather be regarded as supporting logic-based
techniques to do probabilistic inference, instead of supporting human-oriented knowledge representation and reasoning. In fact, some authors have suggested using a translation of Bayesian networks to propositional logic as a step
in probabilistic inference, which would be hidden from the
user [14].
6.2 Models based on non-standard logics
Traditional tools based on probability theory still cannot
handle all facets of uncertainty. This leads to extensions
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of classical logic based on different representations of uncertainty, such as possibility theory and belief functions.
The main motivation is a more faithful treatment of incomplete knowledge [21]. Among the vast literature, one important representative work is possibilistic logic [24, 25]. Like
our approach, possibilistic logic is also based on two value
states, i.e., Boolean propositions. However, the weights attached to sentences quantify their possibility or necessity.
For a sentence p, the degrees of possibility and necessity
are denoted by (p) and N (p) [18]. Dubois, Lang, and
Prade [17, 18, 22] show how to extend the resolution principle to possibilistic logic. Ignorance is well expressed in
possbilistic logic through (N (p), N (¬p)) = (0, 0), and the
complete lack of certainty that p is false (N (¬p) = 0)
can be clearly distinguished from the total certainty that
p is true (N (p) = 1). For consistent knowledge bases,
we can conclude N (¬p) = 0 given N (p) = 1, but not
the other way around. This is quite different from the
probability measures where Prob(p) = 1 is equivalent to
Prob(¬p) = 0 [24]. The fundamental semantic differences
between probabilities and possibilities determine the different ways of handling uncertainty in probabilistic logic
and possibilistic logic. For example, reasoning based on a
possibilistic knowledge base uses only the part of knowledge one is most sure of [24]. “Possibilistic logic may especially be used for encoding user preferences, since possibility measures can actually be viewed as rankings (on
worlds or also objects) along an ordinal scale” [93]. One
preliminary investigation of the potentials of possibilistic logic in the representation and combination of preferences in decision analysis can be found in [4]. Possibilistic logic has been implemented in many ways, e.g.,
the POSLOG system [23]. The possibility measure was
introduced by Zadeh [99] and was greatly developed by
Dubois, Prade and others [19]. It has a representation whose
complexity is linear with the number of elements in the
set of possible worlds (the frame of discernment) [21]. It
deals well with default reasoning and counterfactual reasoning [35].
The Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory [87] (sometimes
called belief function theory) provides an alternative way
of handling partially specified models, unlike the pure
Bayesian theory that requires the specification of a complete
probabilistic model before reasoning can start. D-S theory
computes probabilities of provability rather than computing
probabilities of truth. The mass function m is defined for
each possible proposition. m is also called a basic probability assignment, and the belief function bel is defined based
on m. If we use W to represent the possible worlds and A to
represent a proposition, the following expressions show the

relations between m and bel:

m(A) = 1,
A⊆W

bel(A) =



m(B).

B⊆A

In addition, Dempster’s Rule of Combination provides a way
to combine the impact of several pieces of evidence that are
independent. For example, for two mass functions m1 and
m2 , we have:
m1 ⊕ m2 (A) =

1
c



m(A1 )m(A2 ),

A1 ∩A2 =A

where c is a normalization factor. This rule of combination is
commutative and associative. Although these features make
D-S theory attractive, problems do exist in its real use. One
major one is computational complexity, which increases exponentially with respect to the size of the frame of discernment [75]. There are also other methods of computing belief functions, such as the Incidence Calculus [7, 58, 59],
which is based on a representation of uncertainty using sets
of points. Probabilities are not directly associated with formulas, but with possible worlds.
Vagueness and fuzziness lead to the extension of classical
logic to many-valued logics and fuzzy logics. For example,
in three-valued logic, besides the usual truth value true and
false, the third value is to express the idea of “unknown”
or “possible.” Note that vague/fuzzy propositions are truthfunctional, while the degree of uncertainty is not with respect to all the connectives [20, 24]. Many-valued logics
normally consider degree of truth, instead of degree of uncertainty. One widely studied class of many-valued logics is
annotated logic, which is proposed by Subrahmanian in [96]
as a formal model to represent and reason under incomplete
and inconsistent information, and it therefore addresses important aspects of the management of uncertainty in information analysis, although not the issue of representation and
management of belief in hypotheses, which is the focus of
our paper. Annotated logic has been greatly extended to support temporal and uncertain reasoning [95]. Related research
can be found in, e.g., [1, 2, 9, 15, 50, 51, 63, 96]. Manyvalued logics have been extended and applied in many fields,
e.g., Kleene’s three-valued logic is used in [74] for representing and reasoning with temporal information, and a new
symbolic approach to representation of imprecise (or fuzzy)
information has been proposed in [10] based on a symbolic
many-valued logic. A more complete list of categorized references for the management of imperfect information can be
found in [62, 93].
The comparison between our approach and these techniques is mainly a comparison of probability theory with
possibility theory, belief function theory, and many-valued
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logic. However, since they are just different representations
of uncertainty, it is hard to conclude that approaches based
on one representation are absolutely better for reasoning
than ones based on the other. The choice should depend on
the application domain. Probability has the advantage of being better studied and understood, and many arguments suggest that it is the only “rational” way to represent uncertainty
under certain assumptions [35]. In particular, for applications in information analysis, such as hypothesis management, surprise detection, and generation of alerts, it is convenient to leverage probabilities to compute expected utilities
and base decisions on the maximum expected utility principle. More detailed comparisons and discussions about these
theories are available, e.g., in [35, 89].
Note that it may not be appropriate to simply classify
uncertainty reasoning into probabilistic approaches or not.
Some non-classical logics are better suited to support uncertain reasoning directly in particular domains. Some examples include logics for temporal and spatial reasoning.
As another example, Description Logics (DLs) play an important role in the semantic web domain, and incorporating
uncertainty in DL reasoning has been the topic of much research. DLs could be fuzzy [90–92, 94], probabilistic [64,
65], and possibilistic [39, 81]. A recent proposal uses a single reasoning procedure for dealing with uncertainty represented by different mathematical formalisms [33].

7 Correctness proofs
7.1 Correctness of the logical model
We want to demonstrate that models constructed as described above behave according to our logical intuitions. We
consider an arbitrary “mixed” model of the sort in Fig. 10.
Note that the roots (nodes without parents) of the proof
Bayesian network need not be atomic formulas, and not all
subformulas of a logical node formula need to be present
in the proof Bayesian network. For example, we might have
proved R ∧ Q from (R ∧ Q) ∧ S without introducing the
atomic formulas R and Q. In this case, S does not appear
in the proof Bayesian network. Although it is not necessary
to do so, it is convenient for this presentation to extend the
proof Bayesian network so that all complex formulas that
are not roots have exactly two parents. Also, we define ¬A
to be an abbreviation for A → ⊥.
We permit the causal Bayesian network to introduce arbitrary dependencies between the root nodes of the logical
Bayesian network. We make the restriction that nodes of the
causal Bayesian network that are not shared with the proof
Bayesian network may not be part of the language of the
proof Bayesian network. The proof Bayesian network just
described, for example, could not be joined with a causal

Bayesian network that refers to R, because R is in the proof
Bayesian network but would not be properly linked. This
can always be overcome by extending the proof Bayesian
network so that it does contain R before joining with the
causal Bayesian network.
As described in Sect. 4.2.1, the general claim that we
wish to prove is that for an arbitrary probability distribution
P over the language of the proof and for an arbitrary formula G occurring in the proof dependent on assumptions
A1 , . . . , An , P (G = true | A1 = true, . . . , An = true) = 1.
For simplicity, we will use P (ai ) to abbreviate P (Ai = true)
and P (a¯i ) to abbreviate P (Ai = false). Let L represent the
set of all nodes of the causal Bayesian network and all
roots of the proof Bayesian network. We let P be an arbitrary probability distribution over L satisfying the independence relations induced by the DAG, with the restriction that
P (⊥) = 0. Our first step will be to extend P to all logical
formulas over L.
Let v be an arbitrary function from L to {true, false}. For
an arbitrary complex formula A, we define v[A] recursively
on the structure of A by case depending on the main connective of A. If A ≡ B ∧ C then we define v[A] = true
if v[B] = true and v[C] = true; v[A] = false otherwise.
Similarly, v[B ∨ C] = true iff either of v[B] or v[C] are
true, v[B → C] = true iff v[B] = false or v[C] = true, and
v[⊥] = false. When v[A] = true we write v |= A and otherwise we write v |= A. v is called a valuation over L.
Using the set of all valuations over L as a sample space
with all possible subsets as events, we can define a probability distribution P  such that, for any A ∈ L, P  ({v | v |=
A}) = P (a). Since P is given for all A ∈ L, P uniquely determines P  over any subset of valuations. We now use P to
denote P  , since this usage is unambiguous. Note in particular that P (⊥) = P ({v | v |= ⊥}) = P (∅) = 0 as required.
Since the composite DAG is, in fact, a Bayesian network,
and since P is given over the parents of all logical nodes,
the full distribution P̂ over the entire DAG is uniquely determined. Since P̂ extends P , we again use P to denote it.
We next show that for every node A in the Bayesian network, P (a) = P ({v | v |= A}), by induction over the complexity of A. Complexity here means the depth of the parse
tree of the formula relative to L (for example, the complexity of B ∧ C is one greater than the maximum complexity
of B or C), where all formulas in L are given complexity 1
regardless of their structure.
We have established the claim already for A ∈ L, satisfying the base case, in which the complexity of A is 1. For
the inductive step we suppose that A is of higher complexity. Suppose A ≡ B ∧ C. A must have parents in the proof
Bayesian network in order that A ∈ L, so B and C are both
nodes in the proof Bayesian network. By the inductive hypothesis, P (b) = P ({v | v |= B}) and P (c) = P ({v | v |=
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C}). By the conditional probability table for ∧,
P (B ∧ C = true) = P (b, c)
= P ({v | v |= B}, {v | v |= C})
= P ({v | v |= B} ∩ {v | v |= C})
= P ({v | v |= B and v |= C})
= P ({v | v |= B ∧ C})
If A ≡ B ∨ C, then by the conditional probability table
for ∨,
P (B ∨ C = true) = P (b, c) + P (b, c̄) + P (b̄, c)
= P ({v | v |= B and v |= C})
+ P ({v | v |= B and v |= C})
+ P ({v | v |= B and v |= C})
= P ({v | v |= B ∪ v |= C})
= P ({v | v |= B ∨ C})
The case in which A ≡ B → C is similar.
We have thus established that for every node A in the
composite network, P (a) = P ({v | v |= A}), indicating that
the semantics of our network is what we would expect. Next
consider any formula occurrence G in the proof and let
 = {A1 , . . . , An } be the set of all assumptions on which G
depends. Our original goal was to show that P (g | ) = 1.
Since  G, the soundness of the logical rules gives us that
for every v such that v |= , v |= G. Thus {v | v |= , G} =
{v | v |= }. This allows us to reason:
P (g | ) =

P (g, ) P ({v | v |= , G})
=
=1
P ()
P ({v | v |= })

The correctness proof demonstrates the desirable characteristic that the conclusion of a proof is in state “true” with
probability 1, conditional on the premises of the proof being in the state “true.” More generally, it demonstrates that
any formula in the proof is true with probability 1, conditional on those premises on which it depends in the proof.
One possible use of this is to observe that a given context
node of the network is true; then every formula of the proof
within that context will have value true as well.
Although we leave the “background context”  implicit
when translating the proof in Fig. 6, we could have introduced a node for  as well, with all premises of the proof
pointing to that node. Making a hard evidential observation
on that node (which is only true when all of its parents are)
then forces the truth of all conclusions that occur within that
context, just as in the other contexts. Making a soft evidential observation on that node can provide a way to quantify
that we have a certain degree of trust for the information

that comes from a particular knowledge base. If we are reasoning over knowledge from many sources, we can assign a
different context node for each source and quantify the trustworthiness of each source in this way. Note that this cannot
be accomplished by assigning the appropriate degree of belief to each premise individually, because doing this indicates that the premises succeed or fail independently rather
than together. A conclusion that depends on a very large
number of highly likely premises will mistakenly be given a
lower probability than it would be given when the context is
used to indicate the single degree of certainty for the set of
premises.
Another property of the networks that is made apparent
by the correctness proof is the desirable semantic interpretation that the probability for a given node is the total probability of the set of models of that node. This is similar to
the technique presented in [76] and allows one to define
arbitrary distributions over logical models, while maintaining consistency with the Bayesian networks derived from
proofs.
In some cases it might be desirable to force all atomic
formulas to be explicitly represented in proofs. This can be
done straightforwardly by converting the natural deduction
proof to its so-called long βη-normal form. Certain search
strategies for natural deduction proving will automatically
generate such proofs without the need for conversion [8].
7.2 The first-order logic case
Although all the examples shown in the previous sections
are propositional, our approach work in FOL case too. The
proof for the first-order case is similar to the proof for the
propositional case. We use a standard term models as used
to prove completeness for first order logic. For any term t,
we call A(t) a subformula of (∀x)A(x) and of (∃x)A(x).
The parents of any quantified node include all of its subformulas which occur in the proof and also a special syntactic construction of the form A(x)s,...,t which is intended to
represent all possible instantiations of x other than s, . . . , t.
This single node allows to avoid attempting to enumerate or
sample from all terms in the language. The details of this
proof are not presented in this paper.
7.3 Correctness of adding a new proof to the updated
probabilistic model
We only provide a proof sketch for the propositional case;
the FOL case is very similar. Starting from a probabilistic
model Bayesian network B, we denote the first integrated
proof as G1 and the second (current) proof as G2. B contains all the roots in G1 and G2 (we extend B if necessary).
Then, there are two possibilities:
1. G1 and G2 do not have common compound formula
nodes, as shown in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 22 The case when two proofs do not have common compound
formula nodes

Fig. 23 The case when two proofs have common compound formula
nodes

2. G1 and G2 have common compound formula nodes, as
shown in Fig. 23. (The special case in which all the compound formula nodes are common is the same as adding
one proof only, and the correctness is obvious.)
We extend G1 to be BN (G1, G2), which denotes the
Bayesian network having all the nodes in G1 and G2, including both root atomic formula nodes and compound
formula nodes. We can see that all the root nodes of
BN (G1, G2) are also in B. BN (G1, G2) is still a proof
model that contains a complete set of nodes used in a proof
for some given goal formula. In particular, here the number of goal formulas could be one or two, depending on we
are composing two proofs of one same goal or two different
goals, and each node only appears once even if it is used in
two different proofs (no duplicate nodes). Also we denote
the composite model as BN (B, BN (G1, G2)).
We then can define the same L and P as in Sect. 7.1: L
represents the set of all the nodes of B and P is an arbitrary
probability distribution over L satisfying the independence
relations induced by B. In a way similar to Sect. 7.1, we can
easily extend P to all the nodes of BN (B, BN (G1, G2))
and prove that for an arbitrary formula G occurring in the
proof dependent on assumptions A1 , . . . , An , P (G = true |
A1 = true, . . . , An = true) = 1.
If we keep on adding different proofs to the current probabilistic model, following the same analysis as above, the
resulting Bayesian network always keeps the same characteristic, i.e. the conclusion of a proof is in state “true” with
probability 1, conditional on the premises of the proof being
in the state “true.”

8 Implementation considerations
We decided to use the IKL Lisp-like language to represent
formulas within a proof [36–38]. An issue that had to be
resolved is that of representing the proof in a convenient

Fig. 24 A natural deduction proof in XML format

machine-readable form. Due to the prevalence of XML, we
decided to use a variation of the XML format used in the
Vampire theorem prover [82]. Since Vampire is a resolution
theorem prover, while we use natural deduction, we modified the schema by allowing for an explicit representation
of the rule used and of the context, defined as the set of assumptions, used in a proof step. The XML document representing the brown liquids proof contains a list of contexts
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Fig. 25 The BALER software
process flow [40]

and the proof steps, which are both numbered and refer to
the contexts, as shown in Fig. 24. Note that the IKL syntax
requires what seems to be, in the propositional case, superfluous parentheses.
The methodology described in this paper has been partly
implemented in the BALER software system, which is described in Fig. 25. In this paper, we do not discuss the use of
OWL for the representation of variables (nodes in Bayesian
networks, their attributes, and variables of the logical theories) that are used to support the composition process.
See [40] for some discussions of this topic. A full implementation and an empirical study of the ergonomical aspects of
our methodology have not yet carried out and should be the
subject of future work.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe a framework for systems that incorporate the advantages of both Bayesian and logical systems. We define a formalism for the conversion of automatically generated natural deduction proof trees into Bayesian
networks. We then demonstrate that the merging of such networks with domain-specific causal models forms a consistent Bayesian network with correct values for the formulas
derived in the proof. We have used examples to show the
influence brought by logical knowledge to uncertainty reasoning in our integrated approach and have discussed its extensions that address practical issues.

Depending on problems, we can build composite models of different sizes automatically by adding fewer or more
proofs as needed. Especially for large pre-existing knowledge bases, such automation facilitates building models of
information analysis and, through the use of pre-existing
logical knowledge, makes our specification more complete
and objective. Because we are using Bayesian networks for
probabilistic reasoning, the actual inference would be done
only on the subgraph consisting of the query and evidence
nodes and their ancestors [71], even if the model is very
large. In particular, the complementary knowledge is always added as child nodes in resulting Bayesian networks.
When there is no logical knowledge available as hard or
soft evidence, the composite model just resumes to be the
originally manual-specified Bayesian network. Meanwhile,
our approach is very easy to understand. Based on support
from a theorem prover, the whole process including conversion and composition is straightforward. In addition, our approach can be combined with any other Bayesian networkbased techniques used for probabilistic reasoning. For example, we can use the Bayesian networks that are the output
of other techniques as the input probabilistic models for our
technique, instead of specifying them manually.
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